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The prepare-and-measure scenario offers the possibility to infer the dimension of an unknown
physical system in a device-independent way, i.e. using only raw measurement data with apparatuses
regarded as black boxes. We provide here a general lower bound on the dimension necessary to
observe arbitrary quantum behaviours in this scenario based on simple matrix analysis. This bound
holds even if the preparer and measurer share randomness. This is relevant in scenarios were the
parties are free to access this resource or it is not safe to assume that the devices are not correlated.
We further use this result to bound the success probability of random access codes in general as a
function of the dimension of the quantum systems sent from one party to another and we provide
constructions of dimension witnesses.
I. INTRODUCTION
The device independent approach in quantum infor-
mation theory allows one to infer physical properties of
systems and to implement protocols based solely on the
observed statistics, i.e. without making any assumption
on the underlying states and how they interact with the
measurement apparatuses. Different tasks that can be
implemented in this way include quantum key distribu-
tion, randomness generation and amplification, genuine
multipartite entanglement certification and self-testing of
states and measurements [1]. It has been also observed
[2, 3] that the underlying dimension of an uncharacter-
ized (classical or quantum) physical system can be tested
in this way, i.e. using only the observed probabilities of
obtaining certain outcomes conditioned on implement-
ing different uncharacterized measurements. These pro-
cedures are referred to as device-independent dimension
witnessing (DIDW) and are the object of active current
investigation. On the one hand, from a foundational per-
spective, DIDW allows to estimate the degrees of freedom
of a system without a priori including this information in
the physical model. On the other hand, from the point
of view of applications, quantum information tasks can
be more efficiently implemented the larger the dimen-
sions of the quantum systems one can prepare and con-
trol. Thus, dimension is regarded as a valuable resource
in this context and DIDW provides experimental means
to test it. In fact, DIDW can be regarded as a primi-
tive for semi-device-independent protocols, which make
no assumption on the inner functioning of devices and
physical systems except for bounds on the underlying di-
mension [4]. In general, DIDW is deeply rooted in the
field of quantum communication complexity, which stud-
ies the necessary amount of communication different par-
ties must exchange (as measured by the dimensionality
of the physical systems being sent) in order to implement
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distributed computations [5].
DIDW was introduced in the Bell scenario in which
two parties share an entangled state [2]. Soon after,
Ref. [3] presented an alternative scenario, the so-called
prepare-and-measure, which consists of two devices: one
that prepares and sends states and one that measures
them. This setting is simpler in the sense that it does not
require entanglement nor multicomponent systems and
this proposal has been already verified in experiments [6].
Reference [3] analyzed the mathematical structure of the
set of possible behaviours to be observed in this scenario
depending on the dimension and provided explicit con-
structions of functionals acting there, known as dimen-
sion witnesses, whose values provide lower bounds on the
classical and quantum dimension. Although other con-
structions of dimension witnesses have appeared in sub-
sequent works [7–9], this approach suffers from two dif-
ficulties. First, these functionals are usually tailor-made
to detect specific behaviours one targets at. Second, the
explicit corresponding bounds are very case-dependent
and difficult to find in general. Thus, general bounds to
constrain the dimension of arbitrary quantum behaviours
are of great use in this context. In this sense, it is par-
ticularly worth mentioning the work of Ref. [10], which
offers a powerful and general numerical approach based
on semidefinite programming that makes it possible to
obtain such bounds for a given dimension witness. How-
ever, this approach is bound to problems that can be
tackled numerically. Analytical results in this direction
not only enable a better understanding of the mathemat-
ical structure of dimension-constrained behaviours but
also to obtain results for problems that go beyond com-
putational efficiency such as the asymptotic scenario, to
devise new dimension witnesses or to consider nonlin-
ear constraints. In this sense, general lower bounds on
the dimension can be found in [11–13]. Notwithstanding,
all these analytical approaches assume that the preparer
and measurer devices are not correlated, i.e. that they do
not share a random variable. Although this is justified
in certain scenarios, there are others in which this as-
sumption is not admissible. This is particularly the case
2when the devices are not trusted. Suppose, for instance,
that the parties want to verify that devices provided by
a manufacturer, which are regarded by them as black
boxes, operate on quantum systems of a given dimension.
Then, malicious providers could fake higher-dimensional
behaviours by mixing lower-dimensional preparations us-
ing shared randomness if this is not taken into account.
Another example to consider this scenario is when the
parties have to use their devices to implement a par-
ticular task and the constraints of the problem allow
them to use shared randomness as a resource. In fact,
it is known that the availability or not of shared ran-
domness can have drastic consequences in what comes
to the necessary dimension underlying a given observed
behaviour; for instance, without this resource at disposal
almost all behaviours are high-dimensional while, when
it is given, low-dimension behaviours are no longer neg-
ligible [13]. The main goal of the present work is to close
this gap and provide general analytical conditions to test
the dimension of quantum behaviours in the prepare-and-
measure scenario even when devices might share random-
ness. After presenting our notation and definitions in
Sec. II, in Sec. III we provide a general lower bound on
the dimension of a quantum behaviour based on simple
matrix analysis techniques, which is valid when prepa-
rations can be mixed either because shared randomness
is available as a resource or because it is not safe to as-
sume that the devices are uncorrelated. To further illus-
trate its usefulness, we provide two applications of this
result in Sec. IV: we obtain bounds on the efficiency of
a communication-complexity protocol known as random
access coding and we provide improved constructions of
dimension witnesses. We finish in Sec. V with some con-
cluding remarks.
II. NOTATION AND DEFINITIONS
The prepare-and-measure scenario for DIDW [3, 7] is
composed by two parties: the preparer, Alice (or A), and
the measurer, Bob (or B). A and B receive respectively
inputs x and y from finite alphabets X and Y. They can
only communicate by A sending a classical or quantum
physical system to B depending on her input x. B can
then perform a measurement on the system he receives
depending on his input y. Using the outcome of this mea-
surement together with all previous information held by
him, B produces then an output b, which also takes val-
ues from a finite alphabet B. Moreover, as explained in
the introduction, we assume that the devices held by A
and B may be correlated. That is, both parties have
access to a common random variable, whose value deter-
mines the strategy to be followed from a pre-established
list available to them. The main object in this scenario
is the conditional probabilities with which each output
occurs for any given pair of inputs: P (b|xy). We will re-
fer to this object as behaviour and it will be denoted by
P. Behaviours are lists of real numbers characterized by
P (b|xy) ≥ 0 ∀b, x, y and∑b P (b|xy) = 1 ∀x, y due to the
fact that they are a collection of conditional probability
distributions.
Suppose now that an observer can monitor sufficient
repetitions of this process so as to infer the correspond-
ing behaviour but has no information about the systems
sent by Alice and the measurements implemented by Bob
nor about any details of the strategy the parties use to
determine the output corresponding to the different pos-
sible inputs. The task DIDW aims at is to determine the
minimal amount of classical or quantum communication
(as quantified by the dimension of the systems sent from
A to B) that is compatible with the observed behaviour.
In order to give a rigorous definition of this quantity we
distinguish between the cases in which A sends classical
or quantum states. In the first case, A will send a mes-
sage m(x) ∈ [d] = {1, . . . , d}, and the number of dits d
necessary to construct it quantifies the amount of classi-
cal communication. The availability of shared random-
ness boils down to the fact that the parties can prepare
any convex combination of strategies using messages of
dimension less than or equal to d. We denote the set of
all such behaviours by Cd (this set and the analogous for
the quantum case to be defined below depend on |X |, |Y|
and |B|, but we do not make this explicit in order to ease
the notation as these quantities should be in general clear
from the context). Notice that the availability of shared
randomness imposes that the set Cd is convex. Further-
more, it can be seen that this set is actually a convex
polytope [3, 7]: it is the convex hull of a finite number
of behaviours {PDi }, which we call deterministic. These
have the structure
PD(b|xy) =
d∑
m=1
s(m|x)t(b|my), (1)
where s(m|x) codifies the conditional probability with
which A sends the message m given x, and t(b|ym) the
conditional probability with which B outputs b given
y and the reception of m. The deterministic condi-
tion amounts to the fact that s(m|x) = δm,f(x) and
t(b|my) = δb,g(m,y) with arbitrary functions f : X → [d]
and g : [d]× Y → B. Considering all possible choices for
these functions gives rise to the finite list {PDi }.
In the quantum case A sends quantum states ρx. The
dimension of her message is thus
d = dim
∑
x
supp ρx, (2)
where supp stands for the support of an operator. In
order to produce his output, B interacts with the state he
receives by choosing an arbitrary quantum measurement
conditioned on his input. Thus, the set Qd of behaviours
achievable by sending quantum states of dimension at
most d is given by the convex hull of all behaviours P
that take this form: there exists measurements {Πyb ≥ 0}
with
∑
bΠ
y
b = 1l ∀y, such that
P (b|xy) = tr(ρxΠyb ) (3)
3where the {ρx} are of dimension less than or equal to d
as given by Eq. (2).
One can readily find that C|X | = Q|X |, which consti-
tute the set of all behaviours in a given setting. This
is because if d = |X |, A can transmit to B the value
of her input through her message. Therefore, given any
observed behaviour P there always exist minimal values
of 1 ≤ d ≤ |X | and 1 ≤ d′ ≤ |X | such that P ∈ Cd and
P ∈ Qd′ (notice that in general d′ ≤ d since it is straight-
forward to see that for any fixed value of d, it holds that
Cd ⊆ Qd). To determine them is precisely the goal of
DIDW. The fact that the sets Cd are polytopes provides
techniques to bound the classical dimension necessary to
observe a given behaviour [3]. However, the quantum
case is much harder to deal with. In the following we
provide such a bound in terms of a simple function of
the behaviour.
III. MAIN RESULT
We will arrange the array of numbers given by P into
a matrix P ∈ R|X |×|Y||B| according to the rule
P =
∑
bxy
P (b|xy)|x〉〈yb|, (4)
where in the standard notation of quantum mechanics
|yb〉 = |y〉⊗|b〉 and {|y〉} denotes the computational basis
of R|Y| and similarly for the other alphabet elements. We
will consider different Schatten norms for matrices:
||A||p =
(∑
i
σpi (A)
)1/p
(1 ≤ p ≤ ∞), (5)
where {σi(A)} are the singular values of the matrix A.
Finally, we will denote the standard Hilbert-Schmidt in-
ner product of matrices by
〈P,G〉 = tr(PGT ) =
∑
bxy
P (b|xy)G(b|xy), (6)
where for an arbitrary collection of |X ||Y||B| real num-
bers G(b|xy), we define the matrix G following the same
prescription as in Eq. (4).
Theorem 1. In any prepare-and-measure scenario
(|X |, |Y|, |B|), if P ∈ Qd then
d ≥ ||P ||
2
1
|X ||Y| . (7)
Proof. Due to the triangle inequality, the maximal value
of ||P ||1 in Qd must correspond to behaviours of the form
given by Eq. (3) and ρx ∈ Cd×d ∀x, i.e. shared random-
ness can be ignored. Defining the matrix
Z =
∑
bxy
|x〉〈yb| ⊗ ρxΠyb ∈ R|X |×|Y||B| ⊗ Cd×d, (8)
we have that P = trCd×dZ. Thus, since the trace norm
cannot increase by partial tracing, one arrives at
||P ||1 ≤ ||Z||1 ≤
∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
∑
x
|x〉 ⊗ ρx
∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
2
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
by
〈yb| ⊗Πyb
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣∣
2
, (9)
where in the last step we have used a particular case
of Ho¨lder’s inequality for Schatten norms (see e.g. [14]).
The result follows by noticing that∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
∑
x
|x〉 ⊗ ρx
∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
2
≤
∑
x
|||x〉 ⊗ ρx||2 =
∑
x
tr(ρ2x) ≤ |X |,
(10)
where we have used that tr(ρ2x) ≤ 1 ∀x, and∣∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
by
〈yb| ⊗Πyb
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣∣
2
≤
∑
by
||〈yb| ⊗Πyb ||2 =
∑
by
tr[(Πyb )
2]
≤
∑
by
tr(Πyb ) = d|Y|, (11)
where we have used that 0 ≤ Πyb ≤ 1l ∀b, y.
Theorem 2. In any prepare-and-measure scenario
(|X |, |Y|, |B|) and for every matrix G ∈ R|X |×|Y||B|, if
P ∈ Qd then
〈P,G〉 ≤ ||G||∞
√
d|X ||Y|. (12)
Proof. This follows readily from Theorem 1 by another
particular case of Ho¨lder’s inequality for Schatten norms
(〈A,B〉 ≤ ||A||∞||B||1).
It should be noticed that Theorems 1 and 2 are equiva-
lent since the former can also be deduced from the latter
by noticing that ||P ||1 = maxU tr(PU) where the maxi-
mization is over all partial isometries in R|Y||B|×|X | (and,
hence, ||U ||∞ = ||UT ||∞ = 1) [15]. Theorem 1 provides
a directly checkable condition that allows to lower bound
the quantum dimension necessary to observe any given
behaviour without the need of a clever choice for the ma-
trix G. However, any linear functional acting on the set
of behaviours takes the form 〈P,G〉 for some G and, thus,
Theorem 2 is also of interest since, among other applica-
tions that we shall discuss in the next section, it provides
upper bounds within Qd for the so-called dimension wit-
nesses.
Before considering these applications, let us first dis-
cuss the attainability of the bound given in Theorem 1.
It turns out that the bound cannot be improved in gen-
eral since there exist scenarios in which it is sharp ∀d. In
particular, it suffices to consider deterministic behaviours
in Cd. For this, let |X | = dn, |Y| = m and |B| = d for
any d,m, n ∈ N and let us introduce the notation 1n and
0n for the vectors in R
n that have all entries equal to 1
and 0 respectively and e
(n)
i for the vector of R
n that has
4zeroes everywhere except a 1 in the ith entry. Take then
the behaviour P with matrix
P =


1n
0n
0n
...
0n


(
(e
(d)
1 )
T (e
(d)
1 )
T · · · (e(d)1 )T
)
+


0n
1n
0n
...
0n


(
(e
(d)
2 )
T (e
(d)
2 )
T · · · (e(d)2 )T
)
+ · · ·+


0n
0n
...
0n
1n


(
(e
(d)
d )
T (e
(d)
d )
T · · · (e(d)d )T
)
,
(13)
where the column (row) vectors belong to Rdn (Rdm). It
then follows that ||P ||1 = d
√
nm =
√
d|X ||Y| and that
P ∈ Cd (and, hence, P ∈ Qd). To see the first claim
notice that P =
∑d
i=1
√
nm|ui〉〈vi| where the {|ui〉} and
{|vi〉} are sets of orthonormal vectors. To see the sec-
ond claim, notice that P (b|xy) takes the form (1) with
s(m|x) = δm,⌈x/d⌉ and t(b|my) = δbm.
It is worth remarking that, despite the above example,
not all deterministic behaviours in Cd attain the bound,
i.e. it can be easily checked that there exist such instances
where ||P ||1 <
√
d|X ||Y|. Notice, however, that this does
not imply that the estimation given by Theorem 1 is not
optimal as it may happen that d 6= ||P ||21/(|X ||Y|) but
d = ⌈||P ||21/(|X ||Y|)⌉.
More interestingly, as we show in the next section, we
can also prove that there exist P ∈ Qd such that P /∈ Cd
for which ||P ||1 =
√
d|X ||Y|. Certain quantum random
access codes or the behaviours considered in [8] provide
such examples.
IV. APPLICATIONS
A. Quantum random access codes
As mentioned in the introduction, DIDW is closely re-
lated to the field of communication complexity in the
setting of one-way communication complexity. Here, one
asks what the minimal dimension of the (classical or
quantum) messages from A to B must be in order for
B to compute a given function f(x, y) : X ×Y → B with
a certain degree of success. The figure of merit which is
usually considered here is the worst-case probability
pw = min{P (b|xy) : f(x, y) = b}. (14)
A particular instance of this problem that has received
quite some attention in the literature is random access
coding [16]. Although several particular versions of this
protocol have been considered, here we take the most gen-
eral form in which A receives a string x = x1 · · ·xn where
xi ∈ {1, . . . ,m} and B receives an input y ∈ {1, . . . , n}
with the goal that f(x, y) = xy (thus |X | = mn, |Y| = n
and |B| = m). It has been shown in [17] that if A and
B have access to shared randomness, then for the corre-
sponding optimal strategies pw equals the average success
probability
p =
1
nmn
∑
f(x,y)=b
P (b|xy). (15)
Thus, the probability of success of any (m,n) quantum
random access code (QRAC) with communication cost d
can be written as 〈P,G(m,n)〉 with P ∈ Qd and Theorem
2 can be applied to upper bound p as a function of d.
Here, G(m,n) = F (m,n)/(nmn) ∈ Rmn×mn, where
F (m,n) =
∑
b,x,y
δb,xy |x〉〈yb|. (16)
It might also be helpful to have in mind the following
inductive construction of this matrix,
F (m,n) =


1mn−1 0mn−1 · · · 0mn−1 F (m,n− 1)
0mn−1 1mn−1 · · · 0mn−1 F (m,n− 1)
...
...
. . .
...
...
0mn−1 · · · 0mn−1 1mn−1 F (m,n− 1)


(17)
with F (m, 1) = 1lm.
Before proceeding to establish the bound it should be
stressed that the application of Theorem 2 is not com-
pletely straightforward as it allows for a certain form of
optimization. This is because there exist different choices
of matrix G to codify the same function f due to the fact
that
∑
b P (b|xy) = 1 ∀x, y. Indeed, denoting by {Axy}
the matrices
Axy =
∑
b
|x〉〈yb|, (18)
we have that 〈P,Axy〉 = 1 ∀x, y and for every behaviour
P. Thus, ∀P ∈ Qd it holds that
〈P,G〉 ≤ ||G+
∑
xy
αxyAxy||∞
√
d|X ||Y| −
∑
xy
αxy (19)
for any choice of real numbers {αxy}. Interestingly,
these norms are sensitive to the constraint fulfilled by
behaviours and they can lead to different bounds. In our
case, it seems that best results are obtained when the
matrix G+
∑
xy αxyAxy is chosen to be a partial isome-
try. In the following we use the notation 1(m,n) for the
m× n matrix with all entries equal to one.
5Lemma 3. Let
H =
1√
mn−1
(F (m,n)− amn1(mn,mn)), (20)
with
amn =
1
m
− 1
m
√
n
. (21)
Then, H is a partial isometry (and, hence, ||H ||∞ = 1).
Proof. In order to prove the claim we show that all eigen-
values of HTH are either 1 or 0. We will denote by hi
the columns of the matrix H , which means that the in-
dex takes values i = (y, b) ∈ Y × B. Consequently, we
will say that i and j belong to the same input if i = (y, b)
and j = (y, b′) for some y ∈ Y. Notice that all entries
of H are either (1−amn)/
√
mn−1 or −amn/
√
mn−1 and,
therefore,
hTi hi =
1
mn−1
[
mn−1(1− amn)2 + (m− 1)mn−1a2mn
]
= 1− 1
m
+
1
mn
:= a, (22)
and, if i 6= j,
hTi hj =
1
mn−1
[−2mn−1(1− amn)amn + (m− 2)mn−1a2mn] = − 1m + 1mn := b (23)
if i and j belong to the same input while otherwise we have that
hTi hj =
1
mn−1
[
mn−2(1− amn)2 + (m− 1)2mn−2a2mn − 2(m− 1)mn−2(1− amn)amn
]
=
1
mn
. (24)
Thus, our mn×mn matrix is given by
HTH =


A B · · · B
B A
. . .
...
...
. . .
. . . B
B · · · B A

 (25)
with m×m blocks B = 1(m,m)/(mn) and
A =


a b · · · b
b a
. . .
...
...
. . .
. . . b
b · · · b a

 . (26)
Since HTH happens to be a row stochastic matrix, it
follows that 1mn is an eigenvector with eigenvalue 1. On
the other hand, A is a circulant matrix, so it is easily
found that its eigenvalues are 1/n and a− b = 1, the last
one having degeneracy equal to m − 1 and eigenvectors
{vi} in the orthogonal complement of the span of 1m.
This last property implies that the {vi} are in the kernel
of B and, therefore, the Rmn vectors



vi
0m
...
0m

 ,


0m
vi
...
0m

 , . . . ,


0m
...
0m
vi




(27)
are all eigenvectors of HTH with eigenvalue equal to
1. Thus, altogether, we have seen that that this eigen-
value has degeneracy at least 1 + n(m − 1). However,
tr(HTH) = 1 + n(m − 1), which implies that all the re-
maining eigenvalues necessarily must be equal to 0.
Now, using Eq. (20) we can write 〈P,G(m,n)〉 in terms
of 〈P,H〉 and 〈P,1(mn,mn)〉. Bounding the former with
Theorem 2 and using that the latter equals nmn for ev-
ery behaviour P, we immediately arrive at the following
result.
Theorem 4. Every (m,n) QRAC with P ∈ Qd fulfills
p ≤ 1
m
+
√
md− 1
m
√
n
. (28)
This bound reduces to that of [17] in the case m = d =
2. This happens to be tight when n = 2, 3 and the cor-
responding Q2 behaviours (which cannot be in C2) have
the property that ||P ||1 fulfills Theorem 1 with equal-
ity. One should notice, however, that the bounds are in
general not sharp, which can be seen in the particular
instance n = 2 and d = m > 2 since the exact value of p
in this case is known [18–20]. This can also be seen by
comparing with the numerical techniques of [10].
B. Sharpening witnesses based on state
discrimination
Reference [8] has considered the following scenario: A
receives x ∈ X = {1, . . . , N} and B (y, z) ∈ X × X
(y < z) with the promise that either x = y or x = z.
6The goal of B is to identify which of the two possibili-
ties actually occurred with his output b ∈ {−1, 1} (thus
|X | = N , |Y| = N(N − 1)/2 and |B| = 2). The afore-
mentioned reference has provided optimal bounds for the
performance in this game both in Cd andQd through non-
linear (WN =
∑
y<z(P (1|x = y) − P (1|x = z))2) and
linear (VN =
∑
y<z P (1|x = y)− P (1|x = z)) witnesses.
Interestingly, for a fixed value of d there can exist gaps
between the classical and quantum bounds; however, this
is not the case if N is a multiple of d. The optimal quan-
tum strategy consists in sending the states
|ψx〉 = 1√
d
d−1∑
k=0
exp
(
i
2pikx
N
)
|k〉 (29)
and B implementing the Helstrom measurement that op-
timally discriminates between |ψy〉 and |ψz〉 [8, 21]. In
the following we show that for d = 2, the correspond-
ing behaviour is such that ||P ||1 =
√
2|X ||Y| ∀N . This
not only provides another example where Theorem 1 is
tight on quantum but non-classical behaviours but, more
interestingly, one can then use this insight to construct
an alternative witness to WN and VN that allows to am-
plify the gap between the classical and quantum bounds.
The general idea on how to construct the witness is very
simple. If P has singular value decomposition (SVD)
P = UΣV T , then 〈P,G〉 = ||P ||1 if G = UV T . Thus, if
P ∈ Qd is such that ||P ||1 =
√
d|X ||Y|, then, by The-
orem 2, the witness G constructed following the SVD
prescription is optimal for this behaviour. We illustrate
this for the behaviour discussed above in the extreme
case of N even where the witnesses WN and VN cannot
discriminate between C2 and Q2.
After some algebra one finds that in the case d = 2 the
above quantum strategy leads to the behaviour
P (b = ±1|xyz) = 1
2
(
1∓ sin
[ pi
N
(2x− y − z)
])
. (30)
Notice that here we are ignoring the promise that either
x = y or x = z and P ∈ RN×N(N−1). In order to compute
||P ||1, we compute the eigenvalues of PPT ∈ RN×N .
Using the above equation we find that the entries of this
matrix are given by
(PPT )xx′ =
1
2
∑
y<z
[
1 +
1
2
(cos θx−x′ − cos θx+x′−y−z)
]
=
N(N − 1)
4
(
1 +
cos θx−x′
2
)
, (31)
where we have used the shorthand θj = 2pij/N . Since
(PPT )xx′ only depends on |x−x′|, the matrix is circulant
and its eigenvalues j = 0, . . . , N − 1 are given by
λj =
N−1∑
k=0
(PPT )1k exp
(
i
2pijk
N
)
=
N(N − 1)
4
×
[
N−1∑
k=0
exp
(
i
2pijk
N
)
+
1
2
N−1∑
k=0
cos θk exp
(
i
2pijk
N
)]
=
N(N − 1)
4
[
Nδj0 +
N
4
(δj1 + δj,N−1)
]
. (32)
Thus, P has rank 3 ∀N and its non-zero singular values
are N
√
N − 1/2, N√N − 1/4 and N√N − 1/4 amount-
ing to ||P ||1 = N
√
N − 1 =
√
2|X ||Y|.
Theorem 5. In the above scenario the witness
G(b = ±1|xyz) = 2
N
√
N − 1
(
1
2
∓ sin
[ pi
N
(2x− y − z)
])
(33)
is such that ∀P ∈ Q2
〈P,G〉 ≤ BQ = N
√
N − 1 (34)
with equality attained by the behaviour given in Eq. (30).
On the other hand, ∀P ∈ C2 and for even N it holds that
〈P,G〉 ≤ BC = 2
N
√
N − 1
×
(
N2(N − 1)
4
+
2
sin(pi/N)
∑
y<z
∣∣∣cos [ pi
N
(1 + y + z)
]∣∣∣
)
,
(35)
with equality attained by a deterministic behaviour.
Figure 1 plots the ratio BC/BQ for different values of
N . It can be readily seen therein that this is always
smaller than 1, quickly approaching its asymptotic value
1/2 + 4/pi2 ≃ 0.9053.
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FIG. 1: Ratio BC/BQ for the witness given in Eq. (33).
Proof. Proceeding as in Eq. (31) on, one finds that GGT
is also a rank 3 matrix with all non-zero eigenvalues
7equal to 1. Thus, ||G||∞ = 1 and Theorem 2 gives that
〈P,G〉 ≤ BQ ∀P ∈ Q2. An analogous calculation shows
that 〈P,G〉 = tr(PGT ) = BQ for the Q2 behaviour given
by Eq. (30). Alternatively, the quantum part of the theo-
rem can also be proven by noticing that G = UV T if the
behaviour (30) has the reduced SVD P = UΣV T , i.e.
Σ = diag(N
√
N − 1/2, N√N − 1/4, N√N − 1/4) and
U and V respectively the corresponding N × 3 and
N(N − 1)× 3 partial isometries.
It remains to obtain the classical bound BC for be-
haviours in C2. Due to linearity, it must be attained
by a deterministic behaviour, i.e. such that for every
x, y, z, P (b|x, y, z) equals 0 or 1 depending on whether
b = ±1. Obviously, the best possible strategy is to
assign P (1|xyz) = 1 if sin [ piN (2x− y − z)] < 0 and
P (1|xyz) = 0 otherwise. However, Bob does not know x
but m(x), which can only take two values (say 0 and
1) given that P ∈ C2. Thus, the best Bob can do
is to compute
∑
x:m(x)=0 sin
[
pi
N (2x− y − z)
]
and check
the sign of this expression for his inputs (y, z). Since∑N
x=1 sin
[
pi
N (2x− y − z)
]
= 0, the optimal value for a
given coding function m is then given by
〈P,G〉 = 2
N
√
N − 1
×

 ∑
x,y<z
1
2
+ 2
∑
y<z
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
x:m(x)=0
sin
[ pi
N
(2x− y − z)
]∣∣∣∣∣∣

 .
(36)
Noticing now that the best coding function A and B can
agree on is that for which most x with the same im-
age lead to sin
[
pi
N (2x− y − z)
]
having the same sign for
most pairs (y, z), it follows that the optimal strategy cor-
responds to assigning the same value under m to a con-
secutive set of elements in X . Thus,
BC =
2
N
√
N − 1
(
N2(N − 1)
4
+ 2max
j,k
∑
y<z
|Sj,k|
)
,
(37)
where
Sj,k =
j+k∑
x=j
sin
[ pi
N
(2x− y − z)
]
=
sin
[
pi
N (2j + k − y − z)
]
sin
[
pi
N (k + 1)
]
sin(pi/N)
. (38)
It is not difficult to show that ∀j ∈ Z it holds that
N−1∑
y=1
N∑
z=y+1
∣∣∣sin [ pi
N
(2j + k − y − z)
]∣∣∣
=
N−1∑
y=1
N∑
z=y+1
∣∣∣sin [ pi
N
(k − y − z)
]∣∣∣ , (39)
N−1∑
y=1
N∑
z=y+1
∣∣∣cos [ pi
N
(2j + k − y − z)
]∣∣∣
=
N−1∑
y=1
N∑
z=y+1
∣∣∣cos [ pi
N
(k − y − z)
]∣∣∣ , (40)
which we will use repeatedly in the following. Equation
(39) implies that the value of j is irrelevant in our maxi-
mization and, thus, we can write
max
j,k
∑
y<z
|Sj,k| = max
k
∑
y<z
|S0,k|. (41)
Furthermore, using again Eq. (39) and Eq. (38) (and tak-
ing into account that we are considering N to be even)
we can conclude that the above maximum must occur at
either k = N/2− 1 or k = N/2. However,
sin(pi/N)
∑
y<z
|S0,N/2|
=
1
2
∑
y<z
∣∣∣cos [ pi
N
(1 + y + z)
]
+ cos
[ pi
N
(1− y − z)
]∣∣∣
≤ 1
2
∑
y<z
(∣∣∣cos [ pi
N
(1 + y + z)
]∣∣∣+ ∣∣∣cos [ pi
N
(1− y − z)
]∣∣∣)
=
∑
y<z
∣∣∣cos [ pi
N
(1 + y + z)
]∣∣∣ = sin(pi/N)∑
y<z
|S0,N/2−1|,
(42)
where to arrive at the last line we have used Eq. (40).
Hence, the maximum occurs when k = N/2 − 1, i.e. the
optimal coding function A and B can agree on is one that
assigns the same value to a subset of N/2 consecutive
elements in X . This proves Eq. (35).
As discussed before, the witness G of Theorem 5 can
be changed to a witness of the form G+
∑
xyz αxyzAxyz
keeping track of the corresponding classical and quantum
bounds. It might be interesting to notice that this allows
to reinterpret its value as the probability of computing
some distributed function f(x, y, z). One then has that
with probability
pi(x, y, z) =
| sin [ piN (2x− y − z)] |∑
x,y<z | sin
[
pi
N (2x− y − z)
] | (43)
A and B receive the inputs x and (y, z) respec-
tively with the goal that Bob answers f(x, y, z) = 1
(f(x, y, z) = −1) whenever sin [ piN (2x− y − z)] < 0
8(sin
[
pi
N (2x− y − z)
]
> 0). The bounds BC and BQ can
be changed correspondingly to obtain the maximal aver-
age success probability in each setting, which will then
be larger in the quantum case.
Here, we have illustrated how the witnesses of [8] can
be improved to distinguish classical and quantum bidi-
mensional behaviours. However, different dimensions can
be assessed. First, one can directly apply Lemma 2 to
conclude that for the witness of Eq. (33) it holds
〈P,G〉 ≤ N
√
d(N − 1)
2
(44)
for every P ∈ Qd. Another strategy is to consider a
different witness taking the one corresponding to the (re-
duced) SVD of the Qd behaviour given by Helstrom mea-
surements on the states (29) as we did in the d = 2 case,
for which the same bound as above holds.
V. CONCLUSION
Previous works obtaining bounds for DIDW in the
prepare-and-measure scenario had relied on particular
constructions of dimension witnesses or considered ar-
bitrary behaviours under the condition that shared ran-
domness among parties is not available. In this work
we have obtained general and explicit lower bounds on
the dimension of arbitrary quantum behaviours dropping
this assumption, which are based on standard techniques
from matrix theory. Although the bounds are not always
tight and in general perform worse than the numerical
techniques of Ref. [10], we expect that their simple and
easy-to-use form make them helpful for further investi-
gations in this context, particularly when a numerical
approach is not feasible due to the analytical nature of
the problem at hand or because it is computationally
too demanding. In fact, we have provided two applica-
tions of our result. First, we have proved that using our
techniques the probability of success of distributed com-
putational tasks can be upper bounded in general as a
function of the dimension of the message in a paradig-
matic example such as random access codes. Second, we
have shown that our construction allows one to derive
powerful dimension witnesses for given behaviours. In
particular, when the behaviour P is at the boundary of
Qd and fulfills the condition of Theorem 1 with equality,
the SVD of the matrix associated toP yields immediately
an optimal dimension witness for it. As an example, we
have used this to improve the constructions of dimension
witnesses given in [8]. For the future we hope that this
insight makes it possible to find systematically adequate
dimension witnesses in relevant physical situations, to
improve known semi-device-independent protocols and,
in general, to understand better the mathematical struc-
ture of fixed-dimensional behaviours. It might be also
interesting to apply these techniques to bound the suc-
cess probability as a function of the allowed quantum
communication for other distributed tasks of interest.
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